THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
The School of Library and Information Science

Teacher Librarian Program
Schedule of Courses
Fall 2019 Cohort

1st year
Fall
Cultural Foundations  SLIS: 5010:0EXE
Computing Foundations  SLIS: 5020:0EXE

Spring
Conceptual Foundations  SLIS: 5030:0EXW
Contextual Foundations – School Library Media Administration  SLIS: 5044:0EXE

Summer
User Education: Multimedia  SLIS: 5200:0EXW
Resources for Young Adults  SLIS: 5230:0EXW

2nd year
Fall
Literacy and Learning  SLIS: 6020:0EXE
Resources for Children  SLIS: 5220:0EXE

Spring
Evidence Based Practice in LIS  SLIS: 6110:0EXW
SL Practicum  SLIS: 6530:0EXE

Summer
Collection Development  SLIS: 6330:0EXW
Information and Inquiry  SLIS: 6115:0EXW